
Choi-Yong 

 
 

Meaning 
Choi-Yong is named after General Choi Yong, Premier and 
Commander in Chief of the armed forces during the 14th century Koryo 
Dynasty. Choi Yong was greatly respected for his loyalty, patriotism 
and humility. He was executed by his subordinate commanders, headed 
by general Yi Sung Gae, who later became the first King of the Lee 
Dynasty. 



Description 
With only one new technique introduced, the main focus of Choi-Yong 
is practical blocking and counter attack combinations. The tone is set in 
the opening moves that comprise two sets of strong, fast self-defence 
moves, each of which is performed twice against two attackers by 
incorporating a spot turn. The choice of stance in the two sets of 
combinations demonstrates the importance of choosing the correct one 
to deal with attackers at different distances without the need for any 
adjustment. 
 
Balance when kicking is further tested with the turning, reverse hooking 
and side kick combination in moves 12 to 14 and 17 to 19 – you must 
avoid over-rotation on reverse hooking kick to maintain body position 
and balance for the consecutive side kick. Also, walking away from 
your opponent in move 29 provides an interesting reminder that you 
sometimes need to be able to move beyond basic attacking and 
defending by setting your opponent up, in this case by seeing if he will 
chase you. 
 
There are forty-six moves in the pattern and its diagram is: 
 

 



Grading Syllabus 
Choi-Yong is taught at 3rd Dan and forms part of the grading 
examination for 4th Dan. 

Techniques Introduced 

Defensive 
• knife hand W-shape block.



 
Ready posture: closed ready stance C. 



 
1. Move left foot forward into right rear foot 

stance forearm middle section guarding 

block. 



 
2. Execute right rear foot stance left middle 

knuckle fist high section punch.



 
3. Move the left foot slightly back diagonally to 

the right and turn 1800 clockwise, pivoting 

on the left foot into left rear stance 

forearm middle section guarding block. 



 
4. Execute left rear foot stance right middle 

knuckle fist high section punch. 



 
5. Move the right foot slightly back diagonally 

to the left and turn 1800 counter clockwise, 

pivoting on the right foot into left walking 

stance left knife hand rising block. 



 
6. Execute left walking stance right inner 

forearm circular block. 



 
7. Execute left walking stance left middle 

section punch. 



 
8. Move the left foot diagonally back to the  

centre line and turn 1800 clockwise, pivoting 

on the left foot into right walking stance  

right knife hand rising block.



 
9. Execute right walking stance left inner 

forearm circular block.



 
10. Execute right walking stance right middle 

section punch. 



 
11. Move  the right foot diagonally back to the 

centre line and turn 1800 counter clockwise, 
pivoting on the right foot into right L-stance 
knife hand low section guarding block. 



 
12. Execute right middle section turning kick 

and … 



 
… lower the right foot in front of, and to the 
side of, the left in preparation for executing … 



 
13. … left high section reverse hooking kick, 

and then … 



 
14. … execute left middle section side piercing 

kick, pulling both hands back in the 
opposite direction. Perform moves 13 and 
14 as a consecutive kick. 



 
15. Step down with the left foot into left 

walking stance right front elbow strike, 

striking the left palm with the right elbow. 



 
16. Move the  left foot diagonally back  to  the  

centre line and turn 1800 clockwise, pivoting 

on the left foot into left L-stance knife hand 

low section guarding block. 
 



 
17. Execute left middle section turning kick 

and, … 



 
18. … after lowering the left foot in front of, 

and to the side of, the right, execute right 
high section reverse hooking kick, and then 
… 



 
19. … execute right middle section side 

piercing kick, pulling both hands back in the 
opposite direction. Perform moves 18 and 
19 as a consecutive kick. 

 



 
20. Step down with the right foot into right 

walking stance left front elbow strike, 
striking the right palm with the left elbow. 



 
21. Step forward with the left foot into left 

walking stance right palm pressing block. 



 
22. Step forward with the right foot into right 

walking stance left palm pressing block. 
Perform moves 21 and 22 in a fast motion.



 
23. Move the right foot in line with and just 

behind the left foot and then turn 1800 

counter clockwise, pivoting on the right 

foot into left walking stance knife hand W-

shape block. 



 
24. Keeping the arms in the same position, 

execute right middle section front snap 
kick. 



 
25. Step down with the right foot into right L-

stance forearm middle section guarding 
block.



 
26. Step forward with the right foot into right 

walking stance knife hand W-shape block. 



 
27. Keeping the arms in the same position, 

execute left middle section front snap kick. 



 
28. Step down with the left foot while turning 

1800 clockwise, pivoting on the right foot 
into left L-stance forearm middle section 
guarding block. 

 



 
29. Keeping the arms in the same position, step 

forward with the left foot and … 



 
… as the step completes, … 



 
30. … turn 180 0 clockwise, pivoting on the right 

foot and sliding backwards into left L-stance 
forearm middle section guarding block. 

 



 
31. Step forward with the left foot into left 

walking stance left flat fingertip high 
section thrust. 



 
32. Move the left foot diagonally back to the  

centre line and turn 1800 clockwise, pivoting 
on the left foot into right walking stance 
right flat fingertip high section thrust. 



 
33. Turn 900 clockwise, pivoting on the left foot 

into parallel stance right palm middle 
section hooking block. 

 



 
34. Execute parallel stance left middle section 

punch. 



 
35. Turn 1800 clockwise, pivoting on the left foot 

into left bending ready stance A. 



 
36. Execute right middle section side piercing 

kick, keeping the arms in a forearm guarding 
block. 

 



 
37. Step down with the right foot in a jumping 

motion, turning 450 counter clockwise into 
right X-stance right back fist high section 
side strike, with the left finger belly on the 
right side fist and striking in the direction of 
the jump. 



 
38. Turn 2250 clockwise, pivoting on the left 

foot to execute right high section reverse 
hooking kick. 



 
39. Stamp down with the right foot into left L-

stance right knife hand middle section 
outward strike.



 
40. Turn 1800 counter clockwise, pivoting on 

the right foot into parallel stance left palm 
middle section hooking block. 



 
41. Execute parallel stance right middle section 

punch. 



 
42. Turn 1800 counter clockwise, pivoting on 

the right foot into right bending ready 
stance A. 

 



 
43. Execute left middle section side piercing 

kick keeping the arms in a forearm guarding 
block. 



 
44. Step down with the left foot in a jumping 

motion, turning 450 clockwise into left X-
stance left back fist high section side strike, 
with the right finger belly on the left side fist 
and striking in the direction of the jump. 



 
45. Turn 2250 counter clockwise, pivoting on 

the right foot to execute left high section 
reverse hooking kick.



 
46. Stamp down with the left foot into right L-

stance left knife hand middle section 
outward strike. 



 
47. Step forward with the right foot and slide 

forward into right fixed stance right middle 
section punch. Shout ‘Choi-Yong’. 



 
48. Move the right foot and return to ready 

posture: closed ready stance C. 


